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Abstract
In this article we briey discuss two preconditioner techniques, the Neumann{Neumann-preconditioner and the Dirichlet{
Neumann-preconditioner, for nonconforming domain decomposition methods. We will show with some examples that the
numerical results obtained with nonconforming multidomain techniques are qualitatively equivalent to the results obtained
on an unique domain. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The domain decomposition method is now a fairly well-established technique for the parallel
solution of PDE problems. In most cases, the nite element grids used on the dierent subdo-
mains are a restriction of a unique conforming grid dened globally over the whole domain.
However, it might be much more convenient and ecient to use nite element approximations
which are dened independently on each subdomain and which do not match at the interfaces.
This allows the user to make local changes of design, models or meshes on one domain without
modifying the other ones. The diculty for viscous ow problems is then to impose in an ade-
quate way continuity of the conservative variables as well as continuity of the uxes at the dierent
interfaces.
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Here we further explore two possibilities for preconditioner domain decomposition methods, using
nonmatching grids, by considering the numerical simulation of a ow modeled by the advection{
diusion equations.
We introduce and describe, in Sections 5 and 6, the Neumann{Neumann-preconditioner and the
Dirichlet{Neumann-preconditioner, for the domain decomposition method. In Section 7, we will
show with some examples that the numerical results obtained with nonconforming multidomain
techniques are qualitatively equivalent to the results obtained on an unique domain.
Throughout the paper we represent by Hk(
) the usual Sobolev spaces Wk;p(
) with p= 2.
2. Formulation of an advection{diusion problem
2.1. The continuous problem
Let 
 be a bounded connected domain in R3 with a Lipschitz continuous boundary @
= g [ h.
We consider the following stationary scalar advection{diusion problem:
Find u 2 H 1(
) such that
−u+ a 3u= f in 
;
u= g on  g;

@u
@n
= 0 on  h:
(1)
where a is the ow velocity, assumed to be in (L2(
))3 and divergence free, i.e. 3  a= 0, >0 is
the viscosity constant and u is the advected quantity, f 2 L2(
), and g 2 H 1=2( g) are the prescribed
data.
2.2. Variational formulation
Using Green’s formulas in (1) we obtain the usual variational formulation
Find u 2 V g; solution of
A(u; v) = L(v); 8v 2 V 0; (2)
with
A(u; v) = 
Z


3u 3v dx −
Z


(a 3v)u dx +
Z
 h
a  nuv d;
L(v) =
Z


fv dx;
V 0 = fv 2 H 1(
): v= 0 in  gg;
V g = fv 2 H 1(
): v= g in  gg:
As proved in [4] by Hughes, Franca and Hulbert problem (2) is well-posed and equivalent to
problem (1).
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2.3. The conforming nite element approximation
With a nite element technique, we can obtain nite element subspaces V 0h of V
0 and V gh of V
g,
constructed from a regular triangulation Th of 
. In our case, we will use the serendipity Q02 nite
element, described in [7], and we suppose that 
 is a polyhedra.
The standard nite element approximation of (2) is
Find uh 2 V gh ; solution of
A(uh; vh) = L(vh); 8vh 2 V 0h :
(3)
In view of the stabilization of the numerical solutions here we will use the Galerkin=least-squares
stabilizing method, introduced by Hughes et al. [4], given by
Find uh 2 V gh solution of
AGLS(uh; vh) = LGLS(vh); 8vh 2 V 0h ;
(4)
with the following bilinear and linear forms:
AGLS(w; v) = A(w; v) + 
Z

h
(a 3w − w)(a 3v− v) dx;
LGLS(v) = L(v) + 
Z

h
(a 3v− v)f dx:
Here  is a positive adimensional parameter and 
h = [T2ThT . Along the same lines we could also
add to the denition of Vh local bubble functions as in [3]. This would have similar stabilizing
eects.
3. Approximation of the global problem with nonmatching grids
We begin by splitting the domain 
 into N (several) nonoverlapping subdomains 
i; i=1; : : : ; N
and we denote by Sij the interface between the domains 
i and 
j i.e., Sij = @
i \ @
j with i 6= j
(Fig. 1).
The global triangulation of the whole domain 
 using hexaedral elements can be a very complex
task, specially when using adaptive nite element strategies.
In a domain decomposition framework, it is much easier to triangulate the dierent subdomains
independently. Therefore for all subdomains 
i we choose to introduce independent nite elements
spaces Vih (Fig. 2):
Vih = fvih 2 C0(
i): vih|T 2 Q02(K); 8T 2Th(
i)g:
Of course, these nite element spaces do not match at the interfaces. It is then impossible to
dene global continuous approximation uh of the advected quantity u. To overcome this problem,
we take nite-dimensional mortar spaces Wijh dened on each interface as in [2] and introduce weak
traces Trij dened as follows:
For v 2 Vih; Trijv 2 Wijh
hTrijv− v; i= 0; 8 2 W 0ijh;
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Fig. 1. Matching grids.
Fig. 2. Nonmatching grids.
where h; i is the duality product between the spaces Wijh and W 0ijh. Then, the space of nite element
approximations of u is simply
V 00h = fvh = (vih) 2 iVih; Trijvih = Trjivjh on Sij; vh = 0 on  h 8i< jg;
V g0h = fvh = (vih) 2 iVih; Trijvih = Trjivjh on Sij; vh = g on  h 8i< jg:
Our discrete problem is unchanged replacing the conforming space V gh by the nonconforming space
V g0h.
Find uh 2 V g0h solution of
AGLS(uh; vh) = LGLS(vh); 8vh 2 V 00h:
(5)
With this denition we can also write the problem, subdomain by subdomain, as a mixed problem:
Find (uih) 2 iV gih and (ij) 2 ijW 0ijh such that
AGLSi (uih; vih) +
X
i>k
hTrikvih; iki −
X
i<k
hTrikvih; iki= LGLSi (vih); 8vh 2 V 0ih; i = 1; : : : ; N;
huih − ujh; hi= 0; 8h 2 W 0ijh; i; j = 1; : : : ; N; i 6= j
(6)
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with
AGLSi (wih; vih) = 
Z

i
3wih 3vih dx −
Z

i
(a 3vih)wih dx +
Z
 h\@
i
a  niwihvih d
+
X
T2Th(
i)
Z
T
(a 3wih − wih)(a 3vih − vih) dx:
The additional interface unknown ij is the multiplier of continuity constraint of the normal ux
of u through the interface. Here ni is the unit exterior normal to Sij.
Under this form, problem (6) can now clearly be solved by substructuring algorithms. Moreover,
we observe that in (6), the notion of vertices and edges is no longer relevant, which leads to much
simpler interface problems. Indeed dierent subdomains communicate now only through common
interfaces Sij.
As shown in [5], we have the following optimal error estimate for the unstabilized problem
solution, when h is suciently small and the nite element spaces Vih are of order k or more:
X
i
ku− uihk1; 
i6Chkkukk+1; 
:
4. Resolution of the discrete problem
In this section we consider an algebraic method for solving our problem formulated subdomain
by subdomain. Here we will suppose that each subdomain 
i has no more than two subdomains
neighbors identied by j (the left one) and k (the right one). Then each local problem (6) takes
the matricial form
AGLSi Ui + Tr
T
ij ij − TrTki ki = Li;
TrijUi = Vij;
TrkiUk = Vki
with Vij the unknown interface traces, ij the unknown multipliers and Trij the discrete trace operator:
hTrijUi; i=
Z
Sij
Trijui d =
Z
Sij
ui d;
we remark that Trij 6= Trji.
In a domain decomposition framework, we can eliminate Ui from this system, which yields
2
4 Uiij
−ki
3
5=
2
4A
GLS
i Tr
T
ij Tr
T
ki
Trij 0 0
Trki 0 0
3
5
−1 2
4 LiVij
Vki
3
5= K−1i

Li
Vi

:
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The interface values Vij are then obtained by imposing that the multipliers ij take the same value
on the subdomains i and j, which leads to our nal interface problem:
ij = ji;
[ 0 I 0 ]K−1i

Li
Vi

+ [ 0 0 I ]K−1i

Lj
Vj

= 0; 8i< j;
KV = 0:
(7)
Since the matrices Ki are nonsymmetric and ill-conditioned, in order to solve numerically problem
(7) we will use the GMRES algorithm [6], with an interface preconditioner M .
5. The Neumann{Neumann preconditioner
Computation of M KV :
Loop on k, given V (k) 2 ijWijh, the value of U (k) on the interfaces:
(1) Solve, on each subdomain 
i, the Dirichlet problem
AGLSi U
(k)
ij + Tr
T
ij 
(k)
ij − TrTki (k)ki = 0;
TrijU
(k)
i = V
(k)
ij ;
TrkiU
(k)
k = V
(k)
ki :
(2) Compute the interface residual (on each interface)
ij = 12(
(k)
ij + 
(k)
ji ):
(3) Precondition on each subdomain by solving the local Neumann problem
AGLSi Zi =−(TrTij ij + TrTki ki);
and by setting
V (k+1) =
X
ij
(M KV )ij =
X
ij
1
2 (TrijZi + TrijZj):
In the absence of local Dirichlet boundary conditions, this problem may be ill-posed. In this case
we replace during the factorization of matrix AGLSi all the singular pivots by an averaged strictly
positive pivot. Another choice consists in imposing dened values at the subdomain’s corner nodes.
6. The Dirichlet{Neumann preconditioner
For simplicity we take here a domain 
 split into two subdomains 
=
1[
2. We will consider
S12 as a Neumann interface and S21 as a Dirichlet interface.
We begin by decomposing the solution of our discrete problem Ui into U Pi and U
H
i , the principal
and harmonic components of Ui:
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Ui = U Pi + U
H
i ; i = 1 or 2, such that
AGLS1 U
P
1 + Tr
T
1212 = L1; A
GLS
2 U
P
2 + Tr
T
2121 = L2;
Tr12U P1 = 0; Tr21U
P
2 = 0;
AGLS1 U
H
1 + A
GLS
2 U
H
2 = Tr
T
1212 + Tr
T
2121;
Tr12UH1 = Tr21U
H
2 :
(8)
We can rewrite this system as follows:
AGLS1 A
GLS
2
Tr12 −Tr21
 
UH1
UH2

=

TrT1212 + Tr
T
2121
0

:
Since the local problems are well-posed the matrix AGLS2 invertible, we can take
(AGLS2 )
−1 0
0 I

as preconditioner of the above system and we obtain
UH1
UH2

=

(AGLS2 )
−1AGLS1 I
Tr12 −Tr21
−1 
(AGLS2 )
−1[TrT1212 + Tr
T
2121]
0

:
This interface problem can be solved iteratively using GMRES algorithm:
Initialization:
UH (0)2 = (A
GLS
2 )
−1TrT21[12 + 21];
Loop on k>0, given V (k), the residue of UH (k) on the interface.
(1) Solve on 
1 the Dirichlet problem
AGLS1 U
H (k)
1 + Tr
T
12
(k)
12 = 0;
Tr12U
H (k)
1 = V
(k):
(2) Solve on 
2 the Neumann problem
UH (k)2 =−(AGLS2 )−1TrT21(k)12 :
(3) Actualize V (k+1)
V (k+1) =
 X
k>0
[Tr21U
H (k)
2 + V
(k)]− Tr21UH (0)2
!
:
7. Numerical results
In this section we will compare, using numerical examples, the performance of the two precondi-
tioners mentioned in the above two sections.
We have chosen a model of a rotating ow eld in the global domain

 = f(x; y; z) 2 R3: − 56x65; −56y65; 06z61g
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= 10−1:
NN-preconditioner DN-preconditioner
Iterations 9 8
GMRES residual 0:2792  10−6 0:3164  10−6
Fig. 3. Rotating ow eld with large .
for the velocity a = (−y; x; 0) and we suppose that
@u
@n
= 0( −56x65; −56y65; z = 0 or z = 1;
u= 0(
8>>>><
>>>>:
−56x65; 06z61; y =−5;
−56x65; 06z61; y = 5;
−56y65; 06z61; x =−5;
−56y65; 06z61; x = 5
and
f(x; y; z) =
(
sin(4r)( r65;
0( r > 5
with r =
p
x2 + y2.
For the local discretization parameters we impose the relation h1 = 12h2. This means the existence
of a local renement in 
2 and that the two meshes do not match at the interface.
The numerical implementation of this problem was performed using some programs of the MOD-
ULEF nite element library [1] and, as referred in Section 2, we have used the serendipity Q02 nite
element [7].
Because our model problem is very sensitive to the constant , we have made tests for dierent
values of  (see Figs. 3 and 4).
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= 10−3:
NN-preconditioner DN-preconditioner
Iterations 13 10
GMRES residual 0:4801  10−6 0:3674  10−6
Fig. 4. Rotating ow eld with low .
Fig. 5. Rotating ow eld on four subdomains with one cross edge.
For comparison with the solution um obtained, by the Lagrangean method, on a unique domain
we introduce the relative error Er dened as
Er =
kum − uhkl2
kumkl2 ;
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where l2 is the Hilbert space:
l2 =
(
x = (xn)n2N xn 2 R:
X
n>1
x2n <1
)
:
We have obtained the following relative errors:
Er =0:1875  10−8 for = 10−1;
Er =0:3476  10−5 for = 10−3:
Finally, we have tested the same model with four subdomains and a cross edge, for a large value
of  (Fig. 5). We remark that we can use this method at all the interfaces as in the above tests, but
we must be careful with the possible incompatibilities coming from the Dirichlet conditions imposed
locally on the four interfaces.
8. Conclusion
From these results we can conclude that the DN-preconditioner is substantially faster than the
NN-preconditioner; however, the latter is more easily implementable than the former. We also remark
that with the DN-preconditioner the information is more quickly shared with the Dirichlet conditions
than with the Neumann conditions imposed on the interface.
The convergence rate with both preconditioners will deteriorate as the number of the subdomains
increase, because the only process of sharing the information is only through the interface. We can
overcome this diculty introducing the so-called global coarse spaces.
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